HOW MUCH SHOULD I GET
PAID TO SPEAK?
How much you can charge and should expect to get paid for speaking will depend
greatly on a number of factors including:
Your level of speaking experience.
The value placed on the problem you are helping to solve.
How skilled you are in delivering that topic and expertise.

To help offer some general guidelines, we've broken down fee expectations based
on where you may be in the speaker journey.

EMERGING SPEAKERS

Those who are exploring adding speaking as a revenue stream or just started speaking. If your bio or notoriety is
strong enough, you may skip right over these first two stages right to seasoned.
FREE or TRAVEL ONLY
Taking free gigs when starting is
pretty common and a good way to

build your platform skills, add to your
client list and start getting spin off
(paid business). We don't often
recommend speaking for free on
your own dime unless it's your
perfect audience. You can negotiate

$500 - $1500
A common fee expectation for local
association events or smaller
conferences, some conference will
pay these fees for breakout
speakers. Note: In The Wealthy

$1500 - $3K

It's all starting to 'click'. You've got
some stage time under your belt, are
building a name in your space and
are consistently getting paid to
speak.

Speaker 2.0, we talk about $1,500
being the point when you consider
yourself a "professional" speaker.

getting travel & hotel paid in lieu of

A little time here and then it's time
to catapult to the next level!

an actual fee.

RISING SUPERSTAR SPEAKERS
The Rising Superstar speaker has put their time and efforts in during the emerging stage. They've learned the skills
needed to deliver a great presentation and are tuned into scaling the business and putting better business systems
in place to support them. Those in this range will typically achieve a speaking income between $75K - $350K.

$3K - $5K

$5K - $7.5K

$7.5K - $10K

Standing tall in your fees is a

Good speech. Good feedback from

You are achieving a level of notoriety

concept you are starting to fully

clients and event attendees. It's all

in your target market. When a meeting

understand at this level and you are

feeling good.

feeling confident in charging for
your time and expertise.

planner is looking for an expert in your
space, your name is buzzing around.

Associations with state and
sometimes national conferences will

You are likley starting to see yourself

Some smaller state conferences and

pay this level. Smaller teams within

on larger stages for bigger events.

your local clients will typically have

corporate can often afford this for

Getting into Fortune 500 companies at

a budget in this range.

training or keynotes.

this fee is a reasonable expectation.

SEASONED SPEAKERS

Seasoned speakers are consistently getting over $10K per gig. They can focus on refining and adding additional
streams of revenue to boost their brand and expertise.
$10K - $20K

$20K - $30K

$30K+
You've hit a level of celebrity in the

You're moving into Fortune 100
companies and big stages with full
production. Large national and
international association events create
big spin off. You may have some
partners booking you (bureaus/agents)
and your calendar is something you
work hard to maintain control of.

You likely aren't negotiating at all at

speaking world that most people

this point, your fee is your fee. Your

dream of. Perhaps a bestselling book

calendar is booked. No doubt you are

helped to get you there. Now you

thinking about how to be on the road

have the luxury of taking your

less and create more passive

followers just about anywhere you

income. You might rent out your brain

want to go in terms of topic.You can

for big bucks. At this level, your team

capitalize on this and create many

is stellar and your systems run like a

income streams with the right systems

well oiled machine.

and team in place.
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